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Before 1945, the goods usually open channel of the appellate week in mid February lunar year
to remember Ngo Quyen; often POSTPAY Training sing, dance phonix  wood, singing chèo
neck and create more fun in the air for the No, vật thịnh opportunity to first Spring  Before
1945, the goods usually open channel of the appellate week in mid February lunar year to
remember Ngo Quyen; often POSTPAY Training sing, dance hặc wood, singing chèo neck and
create more fun in the air for the No, to first Spring festival. 

According SaigonNet, located center city Hai Phong 2km to the east, home goods channel is
considered to be the network architecture designs full patch art style of a traditional home ngôi
Vietnam. 

Dating Every channel is built with materials of iron wood. Đình layout style of the text, which
includes two parts: the house in front, providing logistics in the back, connecting the two parts of
the globe. Mái đình hen that overlap, the center has lưỡng Long Chau Nguyen. Both sides of the
roof nóc shore house design is quite unique with two dragons and Sharp are the top back ngậm
dismantle nóc. Four curved roof top four fish's last pair of dragons get tangerine wrap like want
to give praise to fly home. 

Court's architecture is the most important in the overall architecture of the home, length 32m,
width 13.2 m, design style "because anti-beds." The house has all 7 of the 32 column, the
house divided into 5 times. Each column has perimeter around 2m, 5m high, under each
column are the rock hit blue lotus flower pictures in it. 

Besides the beauty of architecture, home goods channel, there is value in sculpture. The array
engraved dragon, cloud, are stylized in the face of the board, under the chấn but as challenges
at the same time. Time home of the retina are painted gold cards son was hit bin symmetric.
Retina door like this picture of a living sculpture with images lưỡng Long Chau Nguyen, Phuong
xoe double bird wings, horse over, turtles wrong foot with a water lotus. In the array has more
than 100 engraved images that dragons - a "commander" of the Vietnamese is the main topic.
Unique feature is the 308 dragons engraved portions of each one looks, from the each other
and work together at each drive, the dragon mother dragon wrap between the tangerine trees
are. Rare where artists use the same way "Bong's" or "touch long" engraved as to where. 
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